Snowflake Treasure Box
Requirements:
DFN white and silver metallic floss
3.75” shaker box or other round box
tacky glue
silver glitter glue
crystal bugle beads.. we used “bugle beads” 81204-00 silver by Create•A•Craft (Wal Mart)
large crystal beads. we used “Rocilles” 81174-00 silver by Create•A•Craft (Wal Mart)
drill with a small drill bit. we used 5/64
royal blue paint. we used Anita’s Acrylic craft paint, 11011 royal blue
4” x 8” piece of white or light blue felt

Instructions:
First paint the outside of your box with the royal
blue paint. Bottom and inside also. Now, lightly
draw a snowfalke pattern onto the top. Using your
drill with the small drill bit, carefully drill holes at
the “corners” of the snowflake, where the lines
change direction. This is where you will be threading the floss through. using your white metallic
floss, lace it through the holes until your snowflake
design is outlined. Now, glue the large crystal beads
to the outermost six points of the snowflake and
the center. Use your silver glitter glue and place a
drop onto all of the other points of the snowflake,
where the floss gets laced through a hole. Accent
the snowflake with bugle beads and glitter glue.
After this dries cover the edge of the lid with silver
and white floss by applying tacky glue and wrapping. Use silver along the bottom, and white to
reach the top edge. Let dry. Place the lid onto the
box, and carefully edge the box with a thin stripe of
silver glitter glue, and place dots of the glitter glue
around the box itself and among the snowflake
points on the lid. To finish the inside, trace the shape
and cut out 2 pieces of white or light blue felt an
glue inside the lid and the bottom.
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Great for a gift box!

This design is not to be duplicated, sold, modified or redistributed in any medium, including
scanning and posting on the internet without written permission from The Janlynn Corporation
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